I. INTRODUCTION
Stuxnet [ 1 ] , [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] , also known as"shock" virus, is a malicious code which has infected more than 45,000 networks worldwide, Iran suffered the most serious attack, 60% of the personal computers were infected4 . It is reported that nearly 500 million Chines Internet users, and various leading companiessuffered the attack. So far the analysis in publicly reported isless.This paper presents a dynamic analysis process on newly discovered malicious code. Experimentalresult shows that the sample is very similar toStuxnet.
Analysis of the experimental environment is CPU 2.20GHz; 2G; operating system Windows XP.
Testing tools are PEID [5] , OD [6] , and IDA [7] , where PEID is for shell analysis,OllyDbg (OD) is for dynamic tracking and IDA is for static analysis.
Sample is a newly discovered malicious code.
The Objective is analysis the sample, findingits malicious behavior.
Because of the limited length, this paper will not give all the evidence in the analysis process, only gives the main flow in dynamic tracking.
II. THE PROCESSES OF EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Analysis of experiments has three steps:
Packeranalysis: the objective is to examine whether the sample has packers protection.
Behavior analysis: dynamic tracking combined with static analysis, to obtain the behavior process of the sample, to determine possible malicious behavior
Summary of malicious behavior analysis: giving malicious behavior of the sample according to the analysis results.
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Packer Analysis
Packer analysis found no packers. Its export table information ( Figure 1 ) shows that it belongs to a control plane programmed.
B. Behavior AnalysisExperiment a) The main flow
The sample Dynamic tracked, it runs into the second function, DllCanUnloadNow. In this function, the sample determines the operating system version. When System platform is NT, and the major version number must be 5 and 6, that is the operating system is WIN XP/VISTA/7, the sample runs into the main flow.
In the main process, the sample mainly completes:
decryptthe resource file resource.dll. After establishing the section, memory mapping, the decrypted sample resource file is loaded into memory as a module.From the overall point of view, the sample rewrite the system API LoadLibrary.
After analysis,the resource file is located at offset 0x622c, size 0x79a00, and it is a dll file. After decryption, 15exported from dll, then control is passed to the dll. The following analysis is transferred to the dll file.
b) Resource File
Get the dll file from the memory dump using OD.
Packer analysis shows that it waspacked. After unpacking, the dll's import table is analyzed, a number of exported functions are found.As shown in Figure 1 .
As the sample calls No. 15 function exported from it, therefore the first analysis is focused on the 15th exported function.
c) 15th function
We enter into the main flow of the 15th function.
First, it determines whether the current user is an administrator, if yes the administrator's session token is copied. Then it traverses and analyzes the process to determine whether the system has the following process, After Lsass.exe is hang, the dll fileuses functions such asZwCreateSection, ZwMapViewOfSectionas before, and adds itself to lsass.exe memory space, and then resume the main thread. After Lsass.exe startup, it will load resource.dll. So it can be judged that the 15th function is to obtain information of specified process, and then inject itself into the lsass.exe process. Figure 2 is the original section information in lsass.exe. Figure 3 is the modified section information in lsass.exe.
We can find that, After modification, PE head is completely changed. resouce.dll will be loaded into lsass's module list.
After loading is complete, it reads relevant data of the samples mapped, these data contain the memory starting address of the copy of resouce.dll, the function number which will be called, and then start a new thread again, calling resource.dll exported 16 functions.
So far, lsass.exe modified work completed. As can be seen from the results reflected, the modified lsass.exe plays the role of a puppet process. From outward appearances it is a system critical process, but memory code has been replaced, its purpose should be to deceive antivirus software.
The following analysis will be the 16th function exported from resource.dll.
d) 16th function
In the 16th function, it first generates three temporary file named "~ DF + random number" in the user temporary directory.
The three documents areciphertext forms of resource.dll, and related configuration data. Next, we check the registry data, the registry key is: "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microso
ft\Windows\CurrentVersion\MS-DOS
Emulation\NTVDM TRACE"
Read the key contents to determine whether it is equal to "0x19790509", if they are equal, then end the work, otherwise continue working.
Create a global mutex variable named "Global \ {62BBECCC-536F-4dc6-A387-8B1A17CF8A75}". From these registry paths we may know, this is the Siemens PLC programming software.Because the track was not able to perform, we cannot know the process further.
The following analysis is transferred to two drivers releasedfrom 16th function.
e) Two drivers
Driver MrxCls is set to boot drive,this means that after the system initialization is complete, the drive is automatically loaded. MrcCls registered callback function to start the process. It observes that whetherthe followingfour processes are started: "services.exe"， "S7tgtopx.exe"， "CCProjectMgr.exe" "explorer.exe"
If it finds these processes starts, it will inject relevant code of resource.dll into them.
From thedriven function, we can see that this is a self-start way of the sample.With the opportunity and privileges of driver to start and run, the resouce.dll is injected into the boot process, and randomlystarts.
MrxNet is a device driver, it loads itself into the device stack of the file system. This means MrxNet can intercept any file operation request packages generated by the system, including read, write, delete. In addition, MrxNet also registered a device to increase the callback, the callback observes whether it is a mobile device. 
